Friday, August 31st 2007:

We were then taken to the Cantina di Soave to the vine distillery complex.

Here are two shots of this vine distillery complex.
The two pictures are an attempt to give an illustration of the size of the barrels and the length of the room. The room has to be kept temperature controlled.

I was impressed as the workmanship of the barrel construction amazing!

There were a number of underground corridors that resembled London’s underground system.
Another two pictures of the vine distillery Bokgo Rocca Sveva which we all had the privilege of looking over it – which one do not achieve in five minutes of effort.

Borgo Rocca Steva, just at the feet of Soava castle, is the concrete evidence of the evolution of a territory, a culture and knowledge of wine.
Give the power to the people and John the wine – wishing all our readers the very best of health and good luck to the future.

One of the most impressive sites of Rorgo Rocca Sveva is the underground cellar. A breathtaking view along the cave, the best natural cellar for super premium wines aging in wooden barrels.

46.
Here’s to the world may your future be bright and merry like ours so give the power to the people today and the wine to me!

At Borgo Rocca Steva a very skilled and passionate team of winemakers makes excellent wines, Very well known & appreciated worldwide.
Sorry folk's your flight is cancelled for seven days for him to recover as pilot is now legless no longer fit to fly.

Have good cheer they are slowly getting him recovered from his nightmare experience at the wine distillery.
I don’t know if this photo is the correct way round should we been on that trolley instead of the bottles?

Seriously we were shown a near potential neighbour that might get us in trouble. Rather than be trouble! But we nearly moved in the wine cellar
As while I stood at the hotel counter to say goodbye this image arrived in my mind – I would not been surprise if it came from dear old Al – do you know him?? PARADISE SHIFT I THINK YOU CALL IT!

But alas there will be one name Flowerbower who just will not agree because he never invented it. Some seeds are blown by the wind and others are blown on youtube by expert flowerbower!

50.
Goodbye dear old Flowerbower over and out how I shall miss you dear brother in your long stay in Coventry. XXX love from your dear old brother John.